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Abstract. Let X and Y be two sorted n-vectors and A = X + Y be an n x n matrix with sorted 
rows and columns such that aij = Xi + Yj. Let 1 s kc n*. VyskoE (1987) claimed that selecting the 
(k + 1)st element of A could be done in O(log n) time if the kth element is known. In this note 
we prove that this result is not exact by showing that O(n) is a lower bound for the problem 
under VyskoE’s hypothesis. We also describe an O(n) algorithm and conclude by showing how 
the same algorithm can be used for searching on such matrices. 
1. Introduction 
LetX=(x,,q ,... x,)and Y=(y,,y2 ,..., y ) be two vectors of positive integers. ,, 
The Cartesian sum X + Y is the n x n matrix with aii = Xi + yi. If X and Y are sorted, 
then X+ Y is a matrix with sorted rows and columns. Sorting and selection in such 
matrices received considerable attention, due to their application in statistics, VLSI 
design and operations research [l-4]. 
In this note we are interested in selecting a special element of X + Y, when X 
and Y are sorted in a nondecreasing order. In [S] VyskoE developed a family of 
algorithms that solve several NP-complete problems in 0( nlogk l 2n’2) time and 
0(ka2”/k) space (for k={2’~i=l,2,3,...}u{2’+2)i=1,2,3 ,... }). Those 
algorithms were based on the following theorem. 
Theorem (Vyskoc). Let 
and let z = x, +yo be the i-th element of X + Y. Then the (i + 1)st element of X + Y 
can be computed in O(log n) time. 
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Proof ( VyskoE) 
l/k> v: xU+yk>z; Vj> u: Xj+Yv > 2; 
3qau: x0 +y,+1> z A &p1 +yu+1< 2; 
3mSv: x,+,+y,>z~x,+~+y,_,<z, 
next(a) = (id- 1)st element of X + Y = min{x, +Y”+~, x~+~ -k_y,, x4 +y”+l, xu+, +ym}. 
q, m can be found in O(log n) by binary search, min can be computed in O( 1) time, 
so next(z) can be computed in O(log n) time. Cl 
Unfortunately, this proof is not exact. Take for instance 
X = {0,6,8,14}, Y = {0,3,4,71, z=xl+yq=o+7=7. 
By VyskoE’s proof next(z) = x2 + y2 = 6 + 3 = 9, but, actually, next(z) = x3 + y1 = 
8+0 = 8. In fact, the theorem itself is not exact. In the next section we shall 
demonstrate that, under the same hypothesis, O(n) is a lower bound for this special 
kind of selection. 
2. A lower bound 
Let a@ be the kth element of a matrix A with sorted rows and columns. We denote 
by nexi@) the (k + :)st element of A. 
We derive the proposed lower bound by constructing a family of matrices with 
sorted rows and colurrsris uch that, for a given element z, next(z) belongs to a set 
U with n nonsorted elements. Moreover, these elements can stand in any possible 
order, depending on the elements of Y. Thus, computing next(z) = min{ U} takes 
a(n). Let 
nG&C2?l, i=l,2 ,..., n. 
Define X and Y as follows: 
(1) 
Yl =h .Yi=yl+’ ’ ‘+Y,-l+pi, i=2,. . . , n; (293) 
x1 = 0, xi=yn-i+*+’ * ‘+yn-1, i=2 ,..., n. (495) 
Lemma 1. EetA=X+Y={xi+yi)i,j==1,2,...,n}. Then 
(1) for 1 G i 6 n -2, QjSn_i <ai+*,*, 
(2) for 2s j G n - 1, a, j < Q,_j+l , . j+l* 
a- r,n--I -=Xi+yn-i =yn-i+l+* ’ ’ +yn-1 +yn-i = Xi+1 < Xi+1 +Y* = Ui+l,l. 
(2): 
a n,j=Xn+Yj=Y1+’ ’ l +Yn-*+Yj=Yl+* l l +Yj+Yj+* “+Yn_1 
<Yj+l + xn-j+l = an-j+l,j+l= q 
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Lemma 2. Let U be the set of antid@;onal elements ofA: U = (Uj = x; + yj 1 i + j = n -t= 1). 
Then, 
(1) Uj=Y*+Y*+* “+Yn-,+pj, 
(2) a,_,,, C Uj < an,2 for 1 s j s n. 
Proof. (1): 
Uj=Xi+Yj=Y*-i+*+* “+Y,#-;+Y*+* “+Yj_l+fij. 
As i+j=n+l, 
Uj = Yj + ’ l ‘+Yn.-l+Y1+’ “+Yj_1+pi=Y1+’ l l +Yn_*+Pi. 
0) Qn-1.1 = Yl + * l +Yn-l < Uj for 1 sjc n (by (1) and eq. (1)). 
4??,2=Yl+’ l l +yn-*+y2=y+ l ‘+Y,-l+P,+P,> Uj for 1SjSn 
(by (1) and eq. (I)). Cl 
Progositioa1,LetX={xiIi=1,2,...,n;xi~xi+l}, Y={yJj=l,2,...,n;yi~yj+l} 
and let z = x,, + y,, be the i-th element of X + Y. Then computing the (i + 1)st element 
of X + Y takes a(n) time. 
Proof. Let X and 1’ be vectors as defined in eqs. (1) through (5) above. Let 
z = xn+ +yl. By Lemmas 1 and 2, next(z) belongs to the set U, hence mext(z) = 
min{U}=y,+* l l +~n_~+min(&} (Lemma 2(l)). Since the elements pi are not 
known, computing min(&} takes n(n). q 
3. Complexity results 
Proposition 1 gives a lower bound for this special kind of selection in X + Y We 
now describe an O(n) algorithm to find next(z) when z = x, +y, is known. As X 
and Y are sorted in a nondecreasing order, 
Vk>u, q>v a jck+yq>zg (6) 
Vj<u, mCv * x,+y,_Sz. (7) 
So it is sufficient o search for next(z) among the elements of the submatrices 
B,={xi+yjli>~andjS~} and C,j=:~i+yiJi~?$andj>~}. (8,9) 
Algorithm selectnext( z,A) 
(3) k:= i; r:=j; 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
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(7) if k = n + 1 then MB := xi + y,+* ; return; 
(8) MB := min{xi + y,+l , MB( k, r, 2)); 
(9) endfunction; 
(10) function MC( i,j, z) 
(11) begin 
(12) k:= i; r:= j; 
(13) while (kal) and (xk+yjaz) do k:= k-l; 
(14) if k = 0 then MC := x~+I + yj ; return; 
(15) while (6n) and (xk+yr<z) do r:=r+l 
06) if r = n + 1 then MC := xk+* + yi ; return; 
(19) MC := min{xk+l +yi, MC( k r, z)}; 
(20) endfunction; 
(21) main( ) 
(22) begin 
(23) next(z):= min{MB(u+ 1, v, z), MC@, v+ 1, z)}; 
end. 
Lemma 3. If xi + yi 2 z then 
(1) function MB(i, j, z) returns the minimum element of the submatrix Bi,j = 
{q+y$+l<kkn and l<r<j} that is larger than z; 
(2) function MC(i, j, z) finds the minimum element of the submatrix Ci,j = 
{x,+y,ll<ksiandj+l =z rs n) that is larger than z. 
?roof. (1): We shall prove that if MB( k, r, z) returns the least element of Bk, that 
is larger than z for all k > i and r c j then MB( i, j, z) returns the least element of 
Bi,j that is larger than Z. 
We prove it by recurrence on the number of recursive calls of MB at line 8. If 
there is no call to MB( k, r, z) in MB( i, j, z), then we have the two following cases: 
(a) Either the function stops at line 5 because r= 0. If that is the case, then line 
4 computed the minimum (xi + y,) of row i of B,j that is larger than z. SO properties 
(6) and (7) hold with u = i and v = 1 and (7) implies that Xi+yl is the searched 
element which is returned in line 5. 
(b) Or the function stops at line 7 because k = n + 1. In this case, line 6 computed 
the first element in column r that is larger than z. k = n + 1 implies that there was 
none such element. Then (6) implies that the searched element is Xi +Y,+~, computed 
in line 4, which is returned in line 7. 
Assume that the recurrence hypothesis is true; then there will be a recursive 
call to the MB function at line 8. At this point, properties (6) and (7) again hold 
for Xi +yr+l and xk + y,. computed in lines 4 and 6 respectively. So the searched 
element is either xi +yr+i or the least element of Bkz that is larger than z and, by 
recurrence, line 8 computes it. 
(2): Analogous to (1). Cl 
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Lemma 4. Let tmB( i, j) be the time required by a call of the function MB( i, j, z), and 
tmC( i, j) be the time required by a call of the function MC( i, j, z). If xi +yj 2 z then 
(1) tmB(i,j,z)bn-i+j, 
(2) tmC(i,j,+n-j+i. 
Proof. (1): We shall prove that if tmB(k, r) s n - k+ r for all k > i and t < j, then 
tmB( i, j) G n - i + j. We prove it again by recurrence on the number of recursive calls 
of MB at line 8. 
If there is no recursive calls inside MB( i, j, z) then 
(a) either the function stops at line 5 because r = 0; in this case tmB(i, j, z) = j; 
(b) or the function stops at line 7 because k = n + 1; thus line 4 has been executed 
at most j - 1 times and line 6 has been executed p1- i times; hence tmB( i, j) 6 n - i + j. 
Assume that the recurrence hypothesis is true; then there will be a recursive 
call to MB( k, r, z) at line 8. At this point, line 4 has been executed j - r times, line 
6 hap been executed at most k - i times and so 
tmB(i,j)<j-r+k-i+tmB(k,r)Gj-r+k-i+n-k+r=n-i+j. 
(2): Analogous to (I). Cl 
Now we are able to state the main theorem of this note: 
Theorem 1. Let X={xi(i=1,2,...,n;xj~xi+r}, Y={yjIj=1,2,...,n;yj~yj+~} 
and let z = x,, + y, be the i-th element of X + Y. lihen the complexity of computing the 
(i+l)st element of X+ Y is O(n) time. 
Proof. The lower bound is given by Proposition 1, while the upper bound comes 
from the algorithm selednext(z, A). Cl 
4. Conclusion 
In this note we considered the selection on X + Y, where X and Y are sorted 
vectors. This problem is a particular case of a more general one: the selection 
problem in matrices with sorted rows and columns. 
We proved that the theorem stated by VyskoE in [S] was not fair by showing that 
O(n) is a lower bound for the problem of selecting the (k + 1)st element on a matrix 
A = X + Y, when the kth element is known. Therefore, the family of algorithms 
described by him would not have the claimed time complexity. 
Mirzaian and Arjomandi [4] developed an algorithm for selecting the kth element 
of such a matrix that could be used in the proof of our theorem in Section 3. Their 
algorithm also runs in O(n) time but with a constant factor greater than 1. 
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We preferred to present he algorithm selectnext( z,A) (Section 3) because it is 
simpler and does use the fact that the ith element of A is known. Moreover, the 
very same algorithm can be used to search for an element on A in time O(n). Only 
slight modifications in X and Y are requested, as follows: Let A4 be a positive 
integer to be searched for on A. We define a new matrix A’= X’+ Y’, where 
X’=Xu{M) and Y’= Y u (0). (Both operations are proportional to log n, since 
X and Y are sorted). We then use the algorithm selectnext(A4, A’), with 1M defined 
as the sum of 1M E X and OE Y If next(M) = M, then M belongs to A = X + Y. 
Otherwise, A4 does not belong to A. So selectnext(z, A) can be used to perform a 
search on X + Y in O(n) as well. 
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